‡ Introduction
The simplest type of Lindenmeyer or L-system can be used to construct graphics as follows. Two polygonal arcs A1 and A2 are chosen, such that the length of each line segment is an integral multiple of a fixed positive number, l, and if a line segment has length n l, then it is treated as a polygonal arc consisting of n line segments of equal length. Also, the angle between each pair of adjacent line segments is an integral multiple of a fixed angle, d. A1 is usually chosen as a single line segment or as the boundary of a regular polygon. Each line segment of A1 is replaced by a copy of A2, and then each line segment of the resulting polygonal arc is replaced by a copy of A2, and so on. The constructions are achieved by interpreting certain replacement rules for sequences as replacement rules for line segments [1] .
We present a different method of constructing graphics of the above type that has the advantage that there are no restrictions on the lengths of the line segments of A1 and A2, nor on the angles between adjacent line segments. Also, different replacement rules may be applied to the different line segments of A1, and the code used is straightforward.
More complicated forms of L-systems can be used to construct space-filling curves and plant-like forms [1] . The method described in this article does not lend itself to such constructions. Applications of even more complicated forms of L-systems called parametric Lsystems, which place no restrictions on lengths or angles of polygonal arcs, can be found in [2] .
We make simple changes to the given programs in order to generate other interesting graphics.
We make simple changes to the given programs in order to generate other interesting graphics. ‡ A Method of Constructing a Polygonal Arc A polygonal arc is a segmented line connecting a finite sequence of points in the plane. The line may intersect itself and segments of the line may be repeated. The programs described here are based on a method of constructing a polygonal arc with initial point the origin.
A point P in the plane at a distance r from the origin can be represented by a complex number of the form r expHi qL = expHiHq -i logHrLLL, q real, r > 0.
A second point Q at a distance r from P can be represented by a complex number of the form r expHi qL + r expHi Hq + fLL, and so on.
To construct a polygonal arc, A, with vertices represented by the sequence S of complex numbers 80, r expHi qL, r expHi qL + r expHiHq + fLL, …<, we apply operations on lists to the sequence E = 8q -i logHrL, q + f -i logHrL, …<.
We then calculate the coordinates of the points and join them in order with Line or ListPlot. With this method of construction, the polygonal arc is determined by the sequence E.
We can then apply replacement rules to the sequence E, and hence to A itself.
For example, we construct the polygonal arc with initial point the origin and other vertices determined by the sequence 8q -i logH1.5L, q -2 f , q -3.5 f, q, q + 3.5 f, q + 2 f, q -i logH1.5L<, where q and f are arbitrary. The resulting arc, t, is called the initial arc. We apply a nesting process in rA, choose values for q and f, and interpret the resulting sequence as a polygonal arc. The nesting process replaces L by a (possibly scaled) copy of t, and then each segment of t by a copy of itself, and so on. The function arcRep can be used to apply the replacement rule determined by r repeatedly to a line segment. Also opts can be used to determine a graphics option if needed. Here rA is nested four times. Notice that the above graphic is covered by seven (approximately) similar copies of itself.
In the first three graphics, as can be seen from the axes, the larger the number of iterations, the larger the graphic in real terms. From now on, except in one case, we omit axes.
Here f = p ê 1.06.
arcRep@rA@0, -5 p ê 4, 4D, Axes Ø FalseD
In the rest of this article, we will construct a dozen or so variations of the function rA by changing the list involving q and f. To automate this, we define the function defineRule. Its first argument is the function name (like rA) and its second argument is a list. In the following example, we use a nonsymmetric rewriting rule.
defineRule@rB, 82 q, q + f, q, q -f, q, q<D
As before with rA, this recovers the list.
rB@q, f, 1D
82 q, q + f, q, q -f, q, q<
We remark that the entry 2 q in the replacement rule rB has the effect of doubling angles.
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Here f = 2 p ê 3.
arcRep@rB@0, 2 p ê 3, 4D, Axes Ø FalseD
In the case q = p, there is no rotation.
arcRep@rB@p, 2 p ê 3, 4D, Axes Ø FalseD
A polygonal arc constructed by the above method may be rotated, scaled, and in some cases, reflected, using variations of its defining replacement rule. We use Join to concatenate a list of replacement rules and so concatenate the resulting polygonal arcs. The function arcJoin defined here can be used to construct a sequence of concatenated polygonal arcs when x is replaced by a sequence of replacement rules. In the following example, we apply a replacement rule to the edges of a right isosceles triangle. :q, q + 2 f, q + 3 f, q, q -3 f, q -2 In the following example, we apply a replacement rule to each side of a line segment. In the following example, we apply a replacement rule to each side of the edges of a square. 8q, q + f, q + 2 f, q -3 f, q<D   arcJoin@  -rF@0, 2 p ê 3, 5D , -rF@0, 2 p ê 3, 5D + p ê 2, -rF@0, 2 p ê 3, 5D + p, -rF@0, 2 p ê 3, 5D + 3 p ê 2, rF@0, 2 p ê 3, 5D, rF@0, 2 p ê 3, 5D + p ê 2, rF@0, 2 p ê 3, 5D + p, rF@0, 2 p ê 3, 5D + 3 p ê 2 D
defineRuleBrD,

defineRule@rF,
We apply the replacement rules rG and -rG alternately to the edges of a square. Interesting graphics may sometimes be constructed using replacement rules of the following type.
8q, q + p ê 3< ê. q Ø 8q, q + f, q -f, q<;
The function defineRule only works with lists, so for rJ we go back to the style of definition used for rA. In spite of the result for rJ@q, f, 1D, the replacement rule rJ1 does not generate the above graphic. In the following example, we apply the replacement rule rA1 to the sides of a regular hexagon. := hex@rA1@q, f, 3D, rA1@q, f, 3D + p ê 3, rA1@q, f, 3D + 2 p ê 3, rA1@q, f, 3D + p, rA1@q, f, 3D + 4 p ê 3, rA1@q, f, 3D + 5 p ê 3D hex2@0, -3 p ê 2.25D
